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t Foreword,
. I

.A'
The Commission on the Higher Education of Minorities N as created

under the follownig circumstances. The Ford Foundation, which had iny ested

a .great deal of and money in efforts to improve the educational
opportunities of minorities, N% as eager to learn the effect of its efforts The
foundation contracted with the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI)
to search the data and provide an evaluation. It N% as joint1), determ:fired that

the study should instead tvy to measure th ON erall educational progress of
minorities during the past fifteen years, ether the support came from
federal; state, or private sources. ' ..

Once the scope of the inquiry., was determined, the foundation,
through its officiers Harold Howe II and FredCros'sland, and HERI, through
its president, Alexander IN. Astin, agreed that the research would profit from
the attention of a watchdog commission. They asked me to chair sucha ...

commission. We agreed that the commission should be small, that it should
include knowledgeable members of the concerned minorities; and that theie

-..., should be one or more members of, the commission who cou'd provide
'critical guidance in the conceptualization and design of the investigation and
who were practiced inIthe collection and evaluation of data.

When the commission was finally assembled, its manbers were:
. . .

..,
O. Meredith Wilson histonan and educational administrator, piesident
emeritus of the University of Oregon and of the University ofMinnesota;
president and director emeritus of theCenter for Advanced Study. in the

Behavioral Sciences.
Alexander W. Astin president, Higher Education Research Institute;(......
professor of higher education, Graduate School'orEducation, University.
of California; Lii4 Angeles. .

Frank BortlIla-r- professor of the City University of New York's Ph.D.

programs in sociology and political science and director or CUNY's
Centro de Estudios Puertorriquenos, ,

Cecilia Preciado Burciagaassistant -provost for faculty affairs and di-
rector'of summer session at Stanford University; for'merly a research
analyst with the U.S. Commissipn on Civil Rights.in Washington, D C ;
presently serves on various boards concerned with Chicanos, women,

...

and.higher education.
Yvonne Brathwaite Burke prtner in the law 'firm of Kutak, Rock, and
Huie; 'a former member of the I.J.S.^Congress, the California State .

Legislaufre and the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors; has served as

a regent of the University of California and a Member of the Board of
Truites of the University of Southern California',

.

i
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Albert -1 Hastorf professor of psy c holug-y and BenjaniniScutkrocker
Professor of Human Biology at Stanford Unit ersitt, t urrentk serves as

.
. t'ice president and provost of Stanford University.

Cal\ in B. T LeeNice president, Educational Planning of Prudential
Insurance Conrpant of America. Formerk chant., for of the Unit ersitt
of M an land Baltimore County, acting president, e ec um e 'N ice presi-
dent, and dean of- Boston' UnIN ersitN, assistant dire or of Title III,
De t eloping Institutions Program, in the U S. Bureau of Tiler Ed uca-,
tion, and Qhairmatruf the board of the Comin11111R.College o Baltimore
Alfonso A Ortiz professor of anthropology at the Unit ersit of New

- Mexico. president, Association on American Indian Affairs, and chair-
. man, National Ack Bon Council, Center for the Histon of American

Indians, The Newberry Library
.

Stephen f. Wright fornfer president of Fisk Unit ersits ands ice press- i-

dent of the College Board, former dean of facultt at Hampton Institute
and president of Bluefield State College, curreJult cqnsultain'in higher
education. ''" --- 1-

,. .
ThAe commissioners we're not detached ON c:rs'i_'fs. Thet met eight

times, alwat s ts ith staff present. Tilt\ raised serious questions about the data
banks alreadt in existence, requested heroic efforts to increase the respon.se
rates when, the numbers were' so few as to be regarded as. suspect, and'
supporte the research efforts to assemble consistent data from census
reports th t did not consistentk file e populations of Anierkan Indians

tt

and bf Spanish-speaking minorities. /
Each representame of a minority remained dissatisfied, to some

extent, with the data at ailable on his or her people, but \S hen the H ERI staff
, had done its best, 'the\ all joined together, to dent e a summan statement of

the situatjoirconfrunting tninorities ita higher education after fifteen N ears uE_...
effort bt federal, state, and prit.ate' agencies. Then the added their inch-
\ idual recomnjondations. The whole cciniintssion worked through the ma-
taiakat a liable and together the prepared, line ID\ Jule, the reptirt that
follows The 'commissioners are conscious of the fact that some of the...
recommendations speak to the obt iolus, Int sometirrits What seems to be
obt ;lids must be stated All the recommendations are colistent NIth and

. follow from the data . s

As chairman; I teamed to hate great respekfor Dr. Asrin. He was
resilient when commissioners challenged his data and 'mellow when,
requested to, d6erop

his

response rates, Wh9n the larger reports are
completed, I expect his tsOrk wjll pro\ ide a significant addition to the .

literature. 'F ,-. : .

Albe5 Hastorf knows the tpysteries of social science resea and the
t attics and dangers of data. He 4orked with particular minority groups. to

<C.._
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help reconcile issues wi out yiofating scholarly precepts Frank Bonilla,'
aheads deeply nuolyed in e studs of his own Puerto Rican people, was
insaluable itT forcing an articulate'statement of value premise's' and tireless in
petshing the staff:and the coimnissiohlo ext`rt effort. We sere particArly
fortunate, to has eSffphen Wright as a member He is an elder statesman ho
has inii'nerwd himself in the problems ofeducation and his ravC I dolibt that
anything has bully.. men about Blac ks'and education which he has not read.
At es en scepyie has been \AJSC and constructive, Calvin B 'T Lee, once ,
president of a public college seising a heay Us slack constituents, is now a
vice pre)ident Of education for Prudequal Insurance Company Mr Lee, a

Chinese American, a led a background to our deliberations that was not
WA8P or affected by t iterests of the minorities e studied Cecilia
Burciaga never permitted us to forget the problems of Chicanos and
informed us frequently of new data and literature relating tQ Hispanics in
h igher education. ,Alfonso Ortiz alerted' us to the many languages of and
cultural differences between the various groups of American Indians, as well
as emphastzwg their common heeds. Yyonn'e Brathwaite Bu rke, a lawyer
apd To.rmer member of the U.S House of Representatty es, gyve invaluable
a'ssistante,:especialk on the legal problems of affirmative action, in this
regard, she belpja both minorities and women.,

It is Satisfy in to remember the amazing devotion ao the ir Jask.thkse

.
commissioners. sh wed. In eight meetings of the commission, covering
eightea ther were only tthree absences, and these were the result of
unrej.onotable Sc,t edule conflicts. Du-ring the ilieettrigs members were
Interested, t.':xcited demanding, and appar,eMly determined to exhaust The

chairman: t,a thanknn than1 them too much!
Cdnimissi meeltrigs were also attended by Fred Crossland of the

Ford Fouttqationi Although he senedprimarily as an interested obsener
and succeeded adimrabl), in hjs determinatio' n not to interfere, hbecame a,

" genuine and, co'rltru- cuye participantin many of our deliberations and was
respoasm4c1 ours neecH .

Ths,repor summarizes the principal findings from a larger report IA
Alexander W. As in; which is to be :released in Spring 1982 by Josses- Bass,'
Inc. The laiger re )ort coidituts not on1),.a much more detaileclatcount of the"--:
design, ritethodOlop, and findings of our project, but also a much-fuller

..chscussian. orissnes relating to standardized testing, equalit), of access, thee,
so- called, overeducated American, aricPthe role of meritocra* values in
Higher edtication. This book yvill be as ailable frpm.the publishers,Jossev-
iiass, I nc'.13,California Sueet,, San Francisco, California 94104..

Readers ma\ also wish to consult four HER! reports that deal with the

same issues touched on here. Melame Rees es Willianis on Blacks; frelen.S
i%stin and ,Cectlia prectado Burciaga on Chicanos; Laura Kent on Puerto

Ricans: ratriciaMcamara on American Indians.. These reports are
/ `

4t
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.
available at rust bum the Higher Education Research Institute, J24 Westwood
Boulevard, Suite 835, Lus Angeles, California 90024. Another. relevant '
roport, on federal programs, by Kenneth C Green, is available from the
American Association fur Higher Eiltication, One Dupont glide: Waslthigton,

-'D C. 20036 . '
At the Higher -Education Research Institute major contributions to

the conceptualization and execution of the overall project were made by
Helen S Asun, Er nesto Ballester),s, Kenneth C Green, Patricia Nicalliara,
Lew is G Solnon, Rita A Scherrei, Russell Stockard, and Melanie Reeves
Williams Laura Kent's editing greatly improyed the readability of the
manuscript. Margo R King aided in manuscript preparation and was
responsible for the logistics of commission meetings and communications
between the project staff and the commissioners.

A number of outside persons and agencies also rendered valuable
assistance in our work.' ja-nice Petrov ith.prepared a special report: "Puerto

. Rican College Student Population in the United States." Ultriublished data
..

and ()diet materials pertaining to our work were kindly, provided by 'Robert
Crate, ames McPartlancLand Gail Thomas of the Center for Social Organi-
zation of Schools, at Johqs Hopkins University, and by Carol J. Sii411 and
Linda J,. ,Lathbert of the National Advisory, Committee On Blatk Higher
Education and Black. Colleges and .Universities. The College Entrance
Exan!u Board kindly gaVe us permission to-.use national data froth its
Scholastic Aptitude Test. ..

As chairman, I feel disposed to add a few comments Chat I. hoye w ill
nice( with the approval of my fellow commissioners.

No set of data can properly set out the full range of problems that
minorities face in Amcrica. Our malaise runs deep and is not easily, described
statistically Since the Declaration of litdependence was-first written, we have
lived a life unworthy of our stated ideals, and we are now paying a heavy price
for ow' ambiguity perhaps'eYen our hypocrisy. We pass laws to prdtect

-,.

minoritti rights and to increase minority opportunities, but too ()Hen we arc
sattAed with appearances. Qur major educational energies 'have been
Inv ested elsewhere. After Sputnik, we identified -national security with ex-
cellence and with full utilization of our b st talents. We produced testing
procedures and used test criteria for admi ion to college without asking i #whether,all (Jul- citizens had been equally pro ided with the opportunity to
achieve. Higher education has continued to use ests to skim as thin a layer of ....

/

cream as their clientele would permit. Graduates our best utmersines N8 erQ!'r..---'

drawn from student bodies sO carefully screened at academic failure was "t
virtually impossible. EN en criteria for measuring the \success of the Comp-, .
hensive Employment Tramiitg Act (CETA) progratro tem p% ETA
rectors to select those clients .most lately to succeed. In public d private

C

programs there has been very little offered to the troubled and the disad-

4,
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v'antaged, a large ,number of whom are to be found among minoritv
populations.

Our intellectual awareness of the problems of minorities is too
seldom accompanied by a strong commitment to serve their needs It would
hee if some important educational agency were developed to measure
institutional N ague, not just by the academic quality of graduates, but
by the "slue added" that is, the difference made in quality of mr d and
self-respect of the students an institution had guided through four Nears If

)
value added were to become one of the-measures used in assigning status to
institutions, it is likely th.lt an ambitious admissions officer would find more
totential in 'a bright but neglected member of a minority; and with this
change in our national value premise, we might get commitment instead of
lip service to minority Opportunities in higher education.

Los Angeles, California
October 12, 1981

. *
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0. MEREDITH WILSON
Chairman,
The Commission
on the Higher Education
of Minorities;
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Mr.

Introduction

The recommendations presented here are 13:ased\on findingsfrom a
studs of the higher education status of four of the principal disadvantaged
racial and ethni minorities in the .United StatesBlacks, Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, and American Indians During the fall of 1978, yrIrtrithe project was
in the planning stage, HER! and the 'ord Foundation jointly selected a
national commissionostructured to Include at least one member of each of
the four minority groups, to sent; as advisor board and policy arn for the .

project. s

The commissioners tiring to thew- task asset of shared" alue premises
that they wish to make explicit to t hereadeL We believe that these premises
aremidels held among t.lie four peoples who are the main concern' of this
report, and that the 'principies they embod% .are consistent with Ideals of
social equity, that hay sail enduring appeal for people of all conditions and
nationalities By statingzthese premises fortIlriglirly, the commission hopes to
aid the reader in understanding the wa, in which our inquiry has been
structured, the significance of the findingsyand of our interpretations, and the
validity of the recommended actions.

Our value 'premises can be stated as follows:

Education is a value' and a right that is unequa ly distributed in U.S.
society. . a

Blacts; Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians' are major
groups with lohgstanding unmet claims on,U.S. education. These claims
coucern not only the amount of,schooling received, but also its quality,
scope, and content. e
Redressing inequality in higher education is not only an essential corn-.
ponent of anyisignificant effortto guarantee to these groups Tull partici-
pation in U.S. societv,.bcit, also a goal worth pursiiing in its .own right.
The attainment ()Mil participation in higiier education for these groups
may in the short run require that financial and other resources be
allocated in a manner goemed more by considerations of the magnitude
of existing inequality -than by considerations of the proportions these
groups represent in the total U.S. po'pulaon.
U.S.' society as a whole has practical an4 moral interests in the achieve-
ment of this goal.

Norte of these premises, ij skould be emphasizea, assumes that any of
the four groups need give up its cultural` distinctiveness, languages, or

6



=
salves in tlieyrucess of gaining full aci_ess to higher educationand full social
and economic articipation in American life.

The pin ctpal purposes of the project were to examine the recent
Progress, current status, and future prospects of Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, andAmerican Indians in higher education and to formulate recom-
mendations aimed at ,furthering the ectucatiunal doelopmen4' of these
groups. Although other racial ancrethnic minorities cari.aIso be viewed as
having unmet claims on U S. higher education; these four groups were
hosen for studs becauise of their diegral its' of their economic and
.ducational disachantagement, and their original experieLe of forced in-

rporation into U.S. societa
The major functidns of the commission were to achise the HERI staff

on proposed and completed studies, to gneiguidance it' the interpretation of
findings and the formalation of recommendations, and to assist with the
dissermatation of both findings end iec-dminendation? to polio, makers,
practitioners, and the. genoral public Suhcomnuttees comprising both
commissioners and staff members were formed to deal with specific issues
such as governmental programs, the gait). of the data Used in the project,
and minority women. A m*r.outcome of the commission's MN Oh ement in
the project was the decision tuiproduce, in addition to the present document,
five reportsau cherall summary report on the entire project and four
separate reports on each 9f the 'minority, Croup's. It N7.;as felt. that these four
-sirbreports': 'ould protide an opportunity to discuss in detail the hisfory,

nd special problems of each minority group.
Thct full commission met eight times_curing the prbject period. on

Februa 5-26, 1979, June 1-2, 1979; and October '5,-6,-197-9, at ,Los
Angeles, on January 12-13,1980, at 5an Antonio, on March 21-22,1980, in
New Yak, on NoNember-7-8,1980 at Log Angeles, On April 10-12,1981, at
Ramona (Califdtria), and on July 19 -21, 1981; again at Los Angeles Thrse
meetings gage commissioners and staff members an opportunity to debase
and discuss the issues, to review and;reNise the study design, to assess the,
quality of ay, ailakle data, to suggest interpretations of empirical Inklings, and
to draft recommendations. At the San-Antonio and New York meetings,
which focused on the special problems of Chicanns and Puerto Ricans,
respectively, the commissioners mEt with local people invohed with pro-

..
grams targeted for these two groups The Aptil and July meetings in 1981
were designed to review draft sections of the reportS.

Context of the Study
I .

Otiren this project was initiated in late-I-978, concern for the plight of
drsachantaged minoritieswhich had its genesis in the civil rights move-

7
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mem of die' 1950s and ss Hilt had been strung in the 1960s and cat I\ 970s
Nas on the \sail( National attention ss as 'being absorbed instead b;....511.(11
issues as inflation, unemplos molt, the energN erish, and the defense budget.
In addition, an increasing number of sottialls and economicalls

,saneaged groups, miluditirthe elderls, \some!! ssurfsers, and the
capped, had begun to assert then 'claims to equitable neatment, financial
resources, and compensator\ 5(1-N ices

,Mote receni deN elopments on the political scene has e nut been .

reassuring As this statement is being drafted, the Reagan Adn'unisitation is
recommendyng and Congress has accepted major cuts in the federal
budget, the unvact of which. \% ill fall freasdNon education and on whim-its-
oriented programs

This -mood shirt 11.4 been as apparent inhigher education as in othei
sectors of American society During the 1960s and earls 1970.s. pattls as a
reit of'faual fnotests on the campws and in the «nnimunts, mans colleges
and oilsctsmes accepted changes; open adinissions, rechutment of
nonnes, establishment of ethnic studies programs trInanossludged the .

111111M claims of minormesm the United Statesti,d the Illeylltablt. neattnents
CleIN ed from the educat1011A1 ~\ stein 011NCN el, 0111(111 "ON el

rising costs, along \still the fear that projected declines m the college-age
population during the 1980s and 1990s N% 0111d se\ el el\ (.1 ode institutional
10 ell ties, led to cost-«ntscioustiess and calls for run enchinent These ness(r,
progiams, °IltalIN of ss Inch had been unnatcod on an twenniental basis of
supported special outside funding from foundations 01 the fedjtal
gosernment, sserc especially N ulnetable to funding reductions ( elimma-
non Adding to the budgetary anmets ssas appant publi a ism alicAit
the N aloe of higher education, particularls'its relanse costs and benefits.

A recent report of the National Fotium tm L arilmg in the Ametican
Future makes it clear that higher education has begun to subordinate
minurits issues to other concern~." Respondents to this son Including
1,556 "polio decision makers, educator, and schoiais" \sere asked to
indicate the !clause importance of a number of issues bolh as present and as
future goals Although 'Ininot it\ iSSIK'S cre generally green high, prionts as
present goals, s \sere rated Nen loss among future goal, this ss as

tie for such matters as promoting carman\ c ac ttoti for minor IIN
ads anirement, recruiting and training mmoras-group membeis for 11T,Ina-
gerial and professional positions, pros aing compensator\ educational op-

R Glos er <nal B Gros Report on the .National Forum tin Learnmg in On 1m. man / 14hot
Father Atyd, and GualqM 1,411411Loinung. WrO .2000 N(\% York ham(' DLit (110115 a
Learning SocietN, The College Board, 1979j. "u

8
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pen mimics to the, disadsantaged, and tnabling bilingual minorities to studs

then- own euhures and languages.
1 f the current attitude of some educators toward niininits issues is one

of benign negkm or n'liffesence, the attitudes e\pressed bs sonic litigants
through tie federal courts ma\ he harac terlied as-us crib, hostile The S

Supreme Court's Bet i(nis 197-1 and Bite i 197'8, c ases, fox eaniple;reflect a
growing public slew that higher edeication institutions has e -gone too far" in
their attempts tin ,accommodatt tin special needs of minorities Sunda'
attitude change~ ate es iden«.d bs increased resistance to court ordered

-liusing as a ineans of ending racial segregation in the public schools
The Ft-sailing political climate regal ding nunoritsissues eyillustiated

in a rec (.m1(.41'11111)5 British jout nails( Chi ISC'oplicj Hue hens, writing forilic
predoinmands American audience the Nithon June 13a 1981

. -1 . ,
The status of Black Americans seems hardly to be an issue ant

nnuie. A depressing series in The Neu ork lures reseals what a 105%
prionts the question has become, and sees Blacks bracing themsels es
fur ,r period of neglect airdisolation: I sell remembet, last autumn,
doting W. (*Ilion campaign, attnchng a liberal fund-raising parts
ui `e`% York CU\ MOs mg around the glittering apartment, I noticed
NW, things. Fist, there were no- Brack guests. Second, all those
handing round drinks and canapes were black. On a liberal occasion,
it secured to me that sou cookd has e one or the other,, but not both, of
those phenomena I asked the host about it He looked paiiled fot a
moment. and then said, "Oh, that. Out of stele

As, pre\ mush stated, the precipal purposes of this project were to
e \amine the past *gams, current status, and future prospects of Blacks,
Chieatios, Puerto Ricans, and AmeriCatilinhans In higher education and, to
formulate recommeillations aimed at furthering the educational des clop-

.
Thent of these groups. To pros ide a strong empirical basis for polio
recommendltions, tlict...stud spas originally designed to concentrate: on two

Arco. itst, on a description of the current and multi situation of the four
minotits groups respect to their access to higher education, clione".of
institutions tend of fields of studs, and degree attainment, and second, on an

anal\ sis of tRe factors that influence the access and attainment of'thesce
Imnorits".groupr D umig't he-course of t Iv studs, the conmussion'ON crsecmg
the project added a third major area of at is its. an anaksis oft erstal

issues, relating to the .higheerducanon of minorities
The specific questions addressed tinder each of these three major

categories of research acttvaare listed below.

0
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r
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Educational ,Ict-,e5i, choice, and Attainknent (
To what extent are .Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American
Indians represented at various points in the educational pipeline between

. secondary school and completion of advanced training? Where are1the
major leakage points in thrs pipeline?

. .

What is the representation of each of these four ij4Iiiijritsgroups by, field
of studs and type of Institution?
How has the representation of each minority group changed since the

'mid-1960s?

lactors.biliuencing Educational Development
.

How are the educational 'access and attainment of minority, students
Influenced by family, background, socioeconomic status, and personal
characteristics?
'What features ur characteristics of educational institutions and programs
for example, tspe of high school, ts, pe of higher education institution,

student yeer groups, faculty, attitudes, special institutional programs, are
most critical in affecting the progress of minority students?
El uN,s, is the progress of minority students affected_bthe t pe of financial
aid they re.cene during undergraduate and graduate training?
Which governmental progfams seen to be the most effectise and which
the least effective in facilitating minority, progress in higher education?

Controversial Issues

To what extent are minorities afforded equal access to higher education?
Is "equality of access" more a myth than a reality?
How valid is the current popular stereotype of the "overeducated
American"? What implications for minority progress in higher education
does acceptance of this stereotype have?
In what was does standardized testing, as currents used, impede the
educational development of min rities? How can standardized testing
be emplosed to contribute to ed tional development?
How do the meritocratic asped of the U.S. higher education s-y stem
affect minority progress?

Cp., .

The 4irsr twcitatiikies* Ot Tesearch,activitis':educational access,
choke, ita attainment" and "factors influencing educational development"
were approached b means of a series of analyses of empiricAlata. While

10
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considerable use was made of existing data sources, a substantial amount of
new data was Aso collected. The third major'categbry of project activity.
"controversial issues" w as accomplished by means of a series of essays
drawing upon the existing literature and, in some instances, 'upon relelant
empirical data.

Data Sources

Empirical studies perfornwd by the commission staffinv oh eti the use
of several resources: including data from public documents, unpublished
data from outside agencies, arcd data collected especially for the project and,
in most cases, inv °lying questiOmaire surveys. Data pertaining to the
educational access and attainment of minorities were obtained from several
public and private sources, including the U.S. Bureatt ,of' the Census, the
Commission on CIN it Rights, the Office for Chil Rights, the Natidnal Center
for Education Statistics, the National Science Foundation, the National
Academy of Sciences (National Research Council), the College Entrance
Examination Bdard Educational Testing Service), the American College
Testing Program, and the Cooperative Institutional Research Program of the
American Council on Education and the University of California, Los
Angeles. These data provided th'e principal basis fiat' the commis'sidn's
anals.ofthe educational pipeline for minorities (from the high school Nears
through completion Of advanced training), the representation of minorities
in different fields, and recent tredds in minoriiyitation both by ley 4
and by field.

Factors influencing the educational development of !mnorit\ students
were assessed primarily through longitudinal data from the Coopwitive
Institutional Research Program. The principal source for these analyses was a
nine-year follow-up of 1971 entering freshmen, conducted'especially for this

_

project during-che spring of 1980. In order to obtain an accurate picture of
the persistence rates of minorities during this nine-year interval, a number of
follow;up procedures were used to improve response rates.

Another source ofS'tudent data involved a national ample of minority

students who had received graduate fellowships for docto I study froM the
Ford Foundation between 1969 and 1976. To estimate the impact

et
of this

fellowship award itself, a "natural experiment" was conducted whereby the
same follow-up questionnaire sent to the 1971 freshmen was sent to all Ford
Fellows who began their undergraduate studies in 1971 and to a control.
group of applicants for the Ford graduate Awards who had not received the
award and who had also entered college in 1971. .

Data on faculty and staff were also collected via a national survey of

11
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acadeniie personnel working.in'tht same institutions attended the 1971.
samiMe and a sunei, designed to tap the experiences and perceptions of
minority eChicators.

These data on students and faculti, were supplemented bs additional
data un the institutions' final ccs, enrollments; physical plants, and Anus-

,' sons policies, and other enyi onmental information obtained from public
Snd;ptivate sources

Data AnaAses

Descriptive 'studies of the educational access and attainment of
c

norm undergraduates w ere. obtamed.froun published tabulations of several
of the data sunrces.descnbed abpve as well as thPough special abulations of
these same data sotirceg conducted by the project staff. Analyses of factors
influencing minorityst'pdents' e4uc'ational 'dei,elopment..genckally mn oh, (c1

', a twu-stage proce,dure: In the first stage, an attempt was made to adjust for
th6 fact that students entering different ti,Qes of institutions and different
types y f programs frequentli, hale clissumlar entering characteristics. Thus
in the first stage an attempt.0 as made to control stentstically fur initial
differences in entering student characteristics such as demographic. factors
,sex, race and ethnicity, age), sbooecorlomic Ciackground parental educa-
tion, income, and occupatieti<high school activities and achieyemelus,-
plans and aspirations, and NalucT.nnd attltudes. Once these characteristics.
had been controlled, the second stage in the analysis was performed to
estnnatethe impact of institutional type, financial aid: and other college
environmental factors.

tniutattons of the Data

° It should be.emphasized that conclusionl,based on the cpmcitssion's
analyses of empirical data must be tempered with the recognitiM that most
of the data sources suffered in varying degrees from.technical limitations.

- .

ARiong the most frequently encountered types oflimitatiuns were inadequate
racial and ethnic, definitions, small sample sizes, nonrepresentameness, and
low sun ei, response rates..The best data currently, available pertain to Black
students, whereas the most serious deficiencies occur in data on Puerto
Ricans and .American Indians.

The Limits Of Higher Education

Higher education was chosen as die focus of this study because the
rcird.Fo.undation'and the persons associated with the project believe that it
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contributes to the social and economic ss ell-being of'indisiduals and to the
political resources and strength of groups within U:S. society. Blacks,

-Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, an& American Indians all suffer from powerless-

. ness, and higher education is clearly one of the main routes whereby
individuals can attain positions of economic and political pOwer. Further, the

quality of life in general can be improved through higher education, which
expands employment options and contributes to greater geographic mo-

. Fmalls, higher education can enrich leisure bs exposing the it idual

to a wide range otexpenences in the arts, music, literature, history, science,

and technology.
But higher education is by no means a panacea for all the problems

that confront disaclantaged minorities in the United States. Vestiges of
prejudice may persistwin the minds of many Americans for years to come, no

matter' how mans' minority students complete higheredueation'prOgrams
Perhaps more significant is the fact that many of the educational problems

'facing these groups occur prior to higher education, at the elementars and
secondary levels. Indeed, the results of this studs dramatize the need for a

much more concerted national effort to .upgrade the qualify of elementary

and secondary - education for minorities. Although it is true that higher
education can play some role in this process through the selection and

,of administrators and teachers in the lower schools, many of the

problems of mmorns edocation are probably beyond' the control of higher

educaubn. While the commission befits es that this reality does not 'relieve

the higher education ssstern of the responsibility for doing the best job
possible with those minority students who manage toemir academic institu-

tions, m also recognizes that soh mg the problems of precollegiate education
for minorities will require the sustained efforts of feder'al, state, and local

governments

The Educational Pipeline

Much of the technical effort of the project was directed at gathering

and sy esving the btst available dat.a on the representation of mummies

in high ,,,education. As wasspokited out in the discussion of data limitations,
several problents arose in connection with this effort. For instance, some of

the sources used report data for the general category " H ispanic," rather than

',separately for different Hispanic subgroup's. Therefore, many of the figtires

for Chicanos and Puerto Ricans reported here are estimates based on the
known fact that the former constitute 60 percent of the Hispanic opulation

kta the United States,' and the latter 15 percent. Another prob in is the

pa1icitwf data on American Indians; thus, estimates for this minor ty group

may not be accurate and should be treated with caution.

13



Given these strictures, the :following sections give the best estimates
possible of the representation_of the four racial and ethnic minority groups
by level in ttie educational system, ,their rePresentation'by field study, and
recent trends in the representition of minorities.

13), Level

If one views the educational system as a kind of pipeline leading
ultimately to positions of leadership and Influence in our society, it is
possible,to identify five major 'leakage" points at which disproportionately
large numbers of minority group members drop out of the pipeline:
completion of high school, entry to college, completion of college, entry to. -
graduate or professional school, and completion of graduate or professional
school The loss 6f minorities at these five transition points accounts for their
substantial underrepresentation in high-level positions. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the educational 'pipeline for all four minority groups under study
and for Whites.

High School Graduation A substantial proportion of minority students
leave the educational sy4teimbefore they even complete secondary school,
thifs severely. .4ndicapping their efforts to 'attain higher levels of education
and to avail theinselv es of'a greater range of career Options. For instance, the
High school dropout rate for Blacks is approximate!) 28 percent (compared
with a rate' of about 17 percent for ,Whites), Mid this attrition occurs
throughout the high school years. Close to half (45 percents of Chicanos and
Puerto Ricans never finish high school, and this attrition begins in the junior
high school 'years and continues thiough the high school years. Finally,
although data are sparse, it appears that approximately 45 percent of
American Indian students leave high school, before graduation.

College Entr).' With the exception of American I ndians,' those students
who manage to complete high school enter college at about the same rate as
Whites Among high school graduates of each raciaL and ethnic group,
approximately 45 percent of Whites and Puerto Ricans, 40 percent of Blacks
and Chican s, and 31 percent of American Indians enroll in college. The\.,
figure for Pu to Ricans may be inflated, because it is based on data from the
years when the City University of New York had a more open admissions
policy. Since a majority of the Puerto Ricans who are residents of the

' 'continental United States live in New York City,- they benefited particularly
from this policy, which has since been modified.)

Baccalaureate Aflainment. Of those who enter college, Whites are much
more likely to complete the baccalaureate within the traditional four-year
period than are minority students. According to the National Longitudinal
Study, 34 percent of the Whites, 24 percent of the Blacks, 16 percent of the

14
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Figure 1. The Educational Pipeline for minorities.
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American Indians, and 13 percent of the Hispanics w ho entered college m .
1972 had completed the baccalaureate bs 1976. In all likelihood, these,,
differences are attributable in port to the high concentration olAoth .H is-
patucs and American Indians in cum munth colleges. Although three-fourths
of communiu, college entrants indicate as freshmen that theN intend to get at
least a bachelor's degree, their chances of actuall\ transferring to a senior
Institution and completing the baccalaureate are SIMI. EN, en after taking into
account their generally 'poorer academic preparation, one finds that regard-
less of race and ethnicitt, continuum college students are substantially less
like's than are four-Near-college entrants to complete four undergraduate
years.** . t-,

Looking at baccalaureate, Completion rites beyond the four-Near
span, one finds that approximately 56 percent of White freshmen, 51 percent
'of Black freshmen, 42 percent of Puerto Rican freshmen, 40 percent of
Chicano freshmen, and 39 percent of American Indian freshmen eventually
receive the bachelor's degree Again, the high concentration of American
Indians, Chicanbs, and Puerto Ricans in communes colljges during the
earls undergraduate sears contributes sigmficantIN to their higher' ba«.a-

.laureate attrition rates , ,

Graduate and Prtfe.s.sumal S uol DO. According to recent data from the
U.S. Office for Civil Rights, th transition from undergraduate colleg'e to
graduate or professional school re's not seem to be a major leakage point for
411monues, the ratty of the number of first-Near graduate students to the
number of baccalaureate recipients during the same %ear was roughly similar
for all groups. It should be em hawed, however, that the first-Near graduate
enrollment figures for nun Ines m be inflated bt, delayed entrants i that is,
those w ho do nut enroll fo acb, ced raining directly after completing the
baccalaureate but delay their entn f r somt.perioch and the yen large
proportion of nunorm stddents w ho p rsue master's degrees in education.

Adtanced Degree Attainment. Although minoritt, students w ho manage
to complete the baccalaureate may not be at a disadNantage,w hen it comes to
enrollinrin graduate Or professional. school, they are less likely than White
students to complete their advanced training. Approximately 45 perCent of
Blacks, 52 percent of Chicanos and Puerto Ricans and 48' percent of
American Indians drop out before completing their graduate or professional
degrees. The comparable figure for Whites is 41 percent.

Sunman., The following conclusiims can be drawn about the educa-
tional pipeline for minorities:

..

A. W Asnn, M R King, and G T Richardson The American freshman National
Norms for Fall 1980 (Los Angeles. UCLA, 1980). ,
**A ./%1 Asnn, Prez oiling Students from Dropping Out San Francisco. josscl-Bass, 1975)

, . . .

....
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1.

four of the tninoritN,groups under consideration` in this study arc
moreasingly underrepresented at each higher level of degree attainment.

high school completion, baccalaureate attainment, and advanced degree

Ninment.
Minority underrepres 'entation is attributaW not only to greater than
as erage attrition rates :from secondary school, undergraduate college,
and graduate and professional school, but also to disproportionately
'high lo;ses in the transition from.high school to college.

Blacks fallmidwa% between Whites and the three other minority groups

in terms of their ability to suii,ke to the etad of the educational pipeline.
The single most important factor contributing to the severe under-
representation ofChicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians is their

extremely Ipkti rate of attrition from secondary school. Th second most
r

important factor is their greater than a% erage attrition from undergradu

ate colleges (ioirticufarlv community colleges).

13) held

To examn e the representation of the four minorities in various fields

of studt at successive degree levels, the project staff defined ten categories of. a.

major fields. Each category was selected either because it is a prerequisite for

a high-level career, because it is chosen by a large proportion of students, or

because it fulfills both these criteria. The ten categories, which together

accounted for about 90 percent of the baccalaureates awarded in the United ,

States, in 1978-79, were: allied health; arts and humanities; biological

science, business, eddc-ation, engineering; prelaw; preznedicine and preden-

tistrv; physical sciences and mathematics; and the scroarscielsices.

It should be pointed out that all four minority groups will tend to be

underrepresented ifl all fields at all levels, because the total proportion who

survive to each level is low, and that the underrepresentation in a given field

will be even greater if reritively few survivors choose that field. .

Among entering freshmen, minorities are underrepresented in all ten

categories of fields except The.:Aocial sciences and education. In addition,
Black freshmen are only slightly underrepresented among' those naming

allied health as a probable major, and are overrepresented among those-
naming busineis as a probable Major. Moreover, the underreptesentation.of
minorities increases at each higher level oLt4e educational pipeline. Thus all

-1

four minority groupsare substantially underrepresented among both bacca-

laureate recipients and doctorate recipients in all fields. (The only possible

exceptions to this generalization are education and the social sciences, where
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'Blacks teem to be osils slightIN underrepresented, and American Indians do
-nor seem to be underrepreS'ented.}

The field categoiles in whieh the four minorities are most severely
underrepresented are engineering, biological science, and physical -science
and mathematics To acintse proportionate representation 141 these, fields at
the doctorate level, the number of mmorits doctorates would have
'nue* from four- to sevenfold. The field categories in which minorities e
least"Teverels underrepre'Sented (other than education) are the social s

'ences, law, and medicine Proportionaie representation in these fields cot Id
be achieved bs doubling the number.of minorus degree-recipients.

Generally ,speaking, the factor that best explains minority tine er-
representation in carious fieldsespecially the natural sciences,engmeen
and the ,social sciencesis the poor academic preparation that mmo sty
,students receive at the precollegiate level

Recent Trends 1

Although minority underrepresentation increases at each higher level
of the educational pipeline and is especialls SCN ese in the sciences and
engineering, the last two decades base Witnessed dramatic increases in
rainorits representation at all levels of the educational pipeline and in
mtualls all fields. These increases are-attributable in large part to the civil
Tights mos ement of the late 1950s and the 1960s, is the Cis d Rihts Act Of
1964, aiid to the initiation during the 1960s of a number of social programs,
aimed chi-misal increasing mmorits enrollinents. The trend data on ipinoraN,,,'
enrollments. although sparse (especiall. for Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and
American Indians), warrant the following conclusions.

.4. . , ;Between 1970 and 1977, Blacks were trucli less likely to dropout of high
school than preyiousIN, while Whites, especially 16- and 17;Year-olds,
were more likely to drop out. Nonetheless, :attrition prior to completion
of secondary school is still about a third higher among Blacks than

oamng Whites:. . . .
Both the absolute numbers of the four minority groups et Bring two-year,
and four-Near colleges and their proportions among entaing,freshmen
increased between the mid 1960s and the mid 1970s, the proportions

I have since, stabilized at about 12-13 percent.' ,
, .

I he proportion of Blacks in the 25-29 age group who had completed,
four or more years of college increased from 10 percent in 1970 to 15
percent in 1975. Between 197A-and 109, the proportion of Blacks,.
Chicanos, and Pcierto Ricans among baccalaureate recipients increased,
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sIghtl, while the proportion of American Indians remained relatively
stable.
Between 1973 and 1.977, the share of 4octorates awarded to members of

41 four minorit groups increased substantially, from 3.'8 percent to 6.3
percent. Since 1977, however, the share has, declined slightly.
In the late 1960s; students from the four ininoittl groups constautedoills
about 3 percent of first-A ear medical school enrollments, bs the 1974-75'
academic sear, then Constituted 10 percent. Since that time, the minority
proportion of enrollments stabilized at percent.
The proportions of the four nunoritie among total' law school enroll-
ments increased from about 3.8 percent in the late.1960s to 6.4 percent in
the 1976-77 academic_ star. Side that tithe, the proportions of Blacks,
Chtcanos, Puerto RiCaiis, and American Indians among law students

.
have changed very little. ' e , q

in summary; minority representation at.all levels of _higher education :-

increased substantial's between the mid 1960s and Alte mid 1970s In more
recent yeat,-* however, their proportions hale stabilited,and feu gains !lase
been made 'since the mid 1970s.

a

Factors Influencing Educational Progress

Analyses of the twolyear ( f975-1977) and nine-year (197h- -1980)
longitudinaLsamPles yielded a wealth of indings, N,hich are summarized
here.here. For simplicity; the results are prese ed under two major 'headings--

entering student characteristics and college enviro mental characteristics

Entering Stildent Character-istics

The quality of academic preparation..in .secondary school is a major
'factor in the itudent's academie performance in college and baccalaureate
attainment. Akademic performance in secoridars school, as measured by the
student's grade average or class rank, was a much more important predictor
of undergradilate grades and persistence than were standardized test scores,
although in the case of Blacks, such scores did contribute to the,predictionof
co1leg`e grades and persistence. "- ,

-

7Study habits and type high school curriculum were also closely
associated with undergraduate Lades and persistence. Those students who
took a college preparatory cur iculum in high school and Who enierrd
college withlsvell- deN, eloped study skills were more likely to do well aca-
demically and to attain the baccalaureate than were those students who took
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some- oilier .1\ pe of progrsan ifor example, motional or secretarial ) and
whose studs habits wxre' poor.

As expected, certaiM famils background chara cteristics indicanse cil
socioeconomic status praed to be related to college grades and persistimcs
Nlinorits students ss hose parents \sere borer educated and hsid higher
mcomcs sse_-re perform molt successfully than \Ae those w hose
parents \sere relans els poor and uneducated. Parental income alone predicts
persistence and ac h em en t for all four minority groups but is unrelated to .
the college performante ,of Whites MIS finding implies that Although
financial aid especial's. grants, has a positive impact on both access and

'persistence, it 'cannot compensAte for all the negauxe,effects of pus ens on
the minority student's acadei*.achievement

In additum, those nunorits students \slip gas e amuse's es high self-
ratings on academic ability and ss ho \sere relans els young at thy. tune the\
entered -college tended to inaltQ good grades in college and to persist to
bacCalaureate coin pletibn. A.mong .Blacks, scoring high on standardized
college admissions tests, feeling \sell prepared in mat htnatics, and taking a
!elan\ els Igrge`nurnber of secondary school, courses in' science and f,breign
languages predicted achievement mid peisistente, among Blat Ls- and Chi-

. -ca nos, attending-an integrated MO school had. positis e effects on these
011 ICOMCS.

t
College Emironnienlal.kaclore

The longitudinal anal \ ses examined four general categories of c ollege .
ens ironmental. fat:tors institutional charatteris'ocs, fitqd of suit's, financial

and'place of roe ide ice. - fit

Insitt:tnonal Chnractenstus. Initial enrollment in a (.0111111unit\ college
substintialls reduced the student's chances of persisting to Baccalaureate
completion This finding, sshich replicates findings front earlier longitudinal
studies, suggests that in those states with hierarchical stems' of public
higher educationwhere high school graduates is ith the best academic
records can choose from the full range of postsecondary optivs, sshilv those
with relatis els poor academic records.are consigned to community colleges.,
'man \ minority students are in effect being denied all equal educational
opportunity.
.tt Thu quality of the undergraduate college t as measured IA such
inclexVg as the institution's prestige, per-student expenditures, and admis-
sions selectisity) was consistently related not only to baccalaureate completion
but also to attainment of a doctoNte or an athanced professional degree. In
short, the higher the quality of the undergraduate institution attended, the
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greater tier minorns student's chances of persistitAi to qe baccalaureate and
of enrolling in a program of studs for the doctorate. medical degree, or law'

degree, iThe olds exception.to this generalization occurred in the case jof
American Indians, where the effect's of quality measures were [lifted These

findings ingest that one Ud% to increase the number of minority students

t ho stucessfulls complete ads allied training is to increase the number who
enter the more prestigious and elite institutions as freshmen Such instuunions

apparends serve as condu2, for students w ho will eyentualls go on to

graduate and professional schools. These findings hale at least two policy

'applications first, pi esqous institutions should intens.dy their efforts to

recrint more 11111110110; students, and tsecond, those institutions in which
minority students are now concern ratedhould be streng`thimed so that tires

, will be more effect's e in encouraging their minonts undergraduates to enter

graduate and professional training..
Field of .Stuck. The stndent's undergraduate 'grades are significantly

affected b the course of s,tfids pursued. Those students. both 'inborn\ and
White, who major in natural science, engineering, and premedical curricula
get lo-wer grades than wonnd be expected from their enters g characteristics,
those who major in th'e arts and humanities, the social sciences, and
education g'et higher gfades than,epected. Apparent h academic standards
in the sciences and engineering are more stringent than those m the other

'major fields,
During die undergraduates ears, there is a substantial loss of minority

students who aspire to become phvsicians, engineers, or lawyers and a
concomitant increase it numb'er who aspire to careers in business and in

college teaching 'With certain exceptions, these shifts in career plans tend to
exacerbate the underrepresentanon of minorities in natural sciences and

engineering. (It should be noted, however, that White students show similar

changes in interests -during the undergraduate years.)
Ftvanczal AO Perhaps the nOst consistent lading. with respect to

financial factors is that holding a full-tune outside job while in cothie has
nfavorable effects. M morns students who enter college expecting tO work

full time at an outside job are much less. hkeh to persist to baccalaureate
completion thandiose who enter college- with no such expectation On the

other hand, part-nthe work seems to facilitate persistence, especially if the

job is located on campus. .

The type of financial aid received lis.also . important. The, effects of

grants or scholarships are generally posaise, but the effects of loans are
. .,mixed. 4

.

Place of Residence Students who live away from home while attending

college are more hkels to persist to baccalaureate completioN than those who e
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live at home with their parents; this is especially true for Blacks and
Chicanos. The positive effects of the residential experience are consistent
with a body of 'earlier research.*

Views of Ahnonly Educators
1.;

The cdinmission's survey of 311 minority educators, whose past
experiences and current positions may them a rich resource of information,
alsb contributed to our understanding of factors influencing the educational
rogress of minor' ties. Participants in the sun, first completed an open-

ended instrument sking them to respond freely to questions about facili-
tators of and bail erg' to the educational attainment of people from their
racial find ethnic backgrounds..Their responses were compiled and cate-
gorized to produce ['second questionnaire in a forced-choice krrnat. The
findings from his second instrument can be surhmarized as [follows.

Asked about factors that facilitated- their completion of the bacca,
laureate, re9pondedts were most likely to mention The encouragement and
support of their families and their own educational goals and interests. These
factors also moth aced their enrollment in graduate or professional school, as
did career-related or economic goals and the receipt of financial aid. The
chief barriers at both the undergraduate and graduate le% els were financial
concerns (including problems connected vith halving to work ,while in
college) and faculty coMposition and attitudes. In addition, respondents
indicated that institutional indifference to minority students was a barrier to's
their completion of college, and that family rresponsibilities were often a
burden during graduate school. .

Despite their high academic attainment (66 percent of the sample of
31'1 respondents had earned a doctorate, and 26 percent held a master's
degree)[ minority educators feel that they face spetial problems as profes-
sionals.` Among the most serious of these problems are the lack of institu-
tional commitment to minorities, difficulty in gaining the acceptance and
respect of their colleagues, institutional ethnocentrism that ignorp_the
perspectives and %allies of other cultures, and being stereotyped and exploited.
as "minority experts" in ways that limit opportunities for profe4sional ad-
vancement. Generally, Blacks were least likely to cite these problems, prob-t
ably 'because many of them' are employed at historically Bk institutions.

Another section of the questionnatie asked respondents for their

*Astin, 1975; A. W. Astin, Four Cntical Years Effects of College on Beliefs, Attitudes and
Knowledge (Sad Francisco. jossey-Bass, 1977); A. W. Chickermg, Conkmuling 'Versus
Resident Students Otercorning Educational Inequity's of Living Off Campus, San "rancisco.
jossey:Bass, 1974). ,
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sks s about ubstac les to the educational attainment of young people u their
racial and ethnic background. Close to my-thirds:cued poor educational
preparation. Financial problems ssere also seen as constituting an obstacle,
especial's for Chicano and Puerto Rican males. American Indian respondents
said that swung people of their racial and ethnic back found are particular's
subject to sel,...fauncept and idenults problems In addition, some respondents
behesed that minorus,ss omen Pace pt Alms nut encountePeti bc, their male
counterparts. name's, sevrole stereutspes and conflicts engendered bs
multiple-role demands.

4 According to respondents, die barriers encountered bs minonts
students differ sogicss hat' bs iedik:ational les el Poor teachingoand pout
ethicational preparation ,are ma)or pickle:ins at bud the elementats aaid
secondars elementdrs school children , espec lath Auld-1-

,-e can Indians and Blacks) face barriers related to the home ens u-onment Mack
of resources in the home", pour he4th and nutrition. parents v. ho are nut able
to help their children 's ith siefNolssork or IA ho do not become insolced in
then- children's schooThighf the lack of effecnse instructional programs
designed to promote cultural ay. areness and identity and to ds clop bilingual
skills onentioneet most often 134 Chicano, Puerto Rica. and Amerien
Indian resppudents,, and the la of transitional instructional programs for
students ss ith limited English-language skills imentioned most often bs
Puerto Rican respondents. Inadequate acadenii . and career counseling IA as
identified as a particular's serious barrier for minority high school students.

At the undergraduate and graduate les els, financial difficultieydoom
large, especially for Puerto Ricans. Moreuser, pour educational preparation
is an obstacle for tumoral, undergraduates, IA hercas minors students in
graduate and professional schools are hindered bs the lack of minorus
faculty, mentors, and role models

ClucanoNmencan Indian. and Puerto Rican respondents behese
that the greatest strength of their swung people is strung cultural identity. 111
addition, Chicanos and imerican Indians mention strong famih 'and com-
munities as strengths, chile Puerto Ricans cue bilingual skills Black's, on the
..utfier hand, feel that their swung people are distinguished most bs intel-
'4igence, curiosity, resilience, and flexibility.

Asked to indicate shat higher education institutions could do to
better serve ,minurines, respondents tended to emphasize tjiese.areas of
action. the hiring, promoti'on, and kilurnig of mmorus faculty, counselors.
and administrators, the encouragement of college attendance through out-
reach and recruitment programs to inform students and parents 'about,
college benefits, opportunities, and chokes, die pros ision of access through
conditional or open .admiksions, and the improsement of articulation be-
mem community aritrfour-year colleges.
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Recommendations

Gisen.the current pressure for fiscal stringency, the commission was
faced with a critical decision. Would it be more judicious to exercise rest' aint
by selecting and concentrating'on just a few recommendations-for aion,t

wjth the hope that cost-conscious gosernment and institutional olio,
makeis would thereby be more willing to consider these recommend eons?
Or should a broader-based approach be taken? . .

Seseral considerations prompted us to chOose the second alte natise.
First, while recognizing that indifference and es en hostility to inorits
concerns has been grossing in certain quarters, the commission is stro g in its
belief that redressing inequality in higher education must becom a first-
ranked national priority, for both practical and moral reasons. Second, while
large financial outlays might be required to implement some bf these
recommendations, otters call for a reexamination of current policies and
practices and a restructuring of certain components of the educational
system paipful, perhaps, but not expensive. Finally, wee welcome the
opportunityy address a number of issues that has e surfaced in the course of
the projectornd to speak to a number of audiences thaLhase some responsi-
bility for and some interest in making changes. It should be emphasized that
mans of these suggested changes would benefit not only students from the

Jour minonty groups under consideration but _all college students, U S.
higher education as. a whole, and, ultimately, society at large.

.

Impleinentation of the Value-Added Model ,

The commission recommsnds:

That educational institutions revise their testing and grading procedures
to reflect and-enhance the N. alue-added mission. Such a revision requires,.
first, that current normative or relativistic measures- be replaced by
measures that assess the learning and growth of the individual student
and, second, that the measures be administered periodically to assess
the individual's growth over time. Results from both local and national
tests should be routinely fed back to individual students and teachers on

!' an item-by-item basis. Such revised testing and grading procedures will
better sere the educational process by providing students,. teachers,
institutions, and policy makers with feedback on the nature and extent of

Nfiderit learning and growth over time. This feedback will be useful not
only in evaluating the effectiYeiless of educational prograMs but also in

'diagnosing the educational progress and needs of individual students.
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That educational institutions use standardized tests for course placement,
evaluation, and counseling rather than just for the'selection and screen-

, ing of students.
That educational institutions enlarge their concept oficompetency mea-
sures to include the assessment of growth in the norficognitive realm:
personal development, interpersonal skills, and self-esteem.

co

Rationale The principal function of all educational institutions should
be to change people. to increase the competence of students, to enhance
their personal development, and to help them lead more productive and
fulfilling lives. Ideally, testingand grading procedures should be designed to
facilitate this value-added mission of institutions.

Typically, testing and grading procedures in higher education are
used not to measure student growth or change but to rank students in

relation to each other. Because current practices emphasize the screening
and certification of students, tests and grades not only fail to contribUte to the
learning process, but also pose special obstacles to the development of
minority students.

Precollegtate Education

The commission recommends:

That school counselors and teachers make special effor4to assist minority
students in understanding the relationship between their education and
their future careers and other life options..
That secondary school counselors and teachers encourage minority
students to enroll in college preparatory curricula and to take courses in

mathematics, languages, natural science, and social science.
That schools routinely test new and continuing students, as a basis for
undertaking any remedial efforts that may be required to correct for the

effects of earlier educational deficiencies.
That secondary school teachers and administrators, working in close
collaboraton with faculty from nearby colleges and universities,, define
those Intellectual competencies that are crucial to effective performance
in college and develop tests to measure such competencies.

, That suchitests be adwinisterea on a repeated before-and-after basis to
assess student progrep and program effectiveness, in accordance w.itlf
the value-added model.
That the results of such periodic testing and retesting be a major element
in the accountability of school teachers and administrators, and that
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those who afe demonstrably effective in assisting minority studenis
should be more adequately compensated.
That the schoor leatlefship make greater efforts to ascertain and respond.
to the concerns of minority parents, to inyolye thein in thoperation of
the schools, and tp assist them in understanding the objertiy es, pro-

c,

cedures, and practices of the schools.
That the per-studant formula now used to allocate-resources among
public elementally and secondary schools within a school district be

. rev ised so that predominantly minority school receiye a greater share of
these resources, some of which sholild be used to devNop rigorous
academic,programs and associated support services for their students.
That higher education institutions, schools, and depaitments concerned
with the training of elementary and secondary school teachers develop
stronger academic programs designed, among other things, to increase9 4 ^
the prospective teacher's awareness of and sensitivity to minorlit cultures

° and values.

Rationale. A body of research shows that the quality of precollegiate
education is critical in determining whether young people go on to college,

hat kinds oihigher rducation institutions they attend, how they perform in
college, and whether they are able to complete their college education. While

-.disagreeing on the causes, most observers agree that in recent years the quality
of public schooling at both the elementary and secondary ley els has deteri-
orated, and that the weaknesses of,the public education system are borne
Most heat, ily by minority students, especially those attending predominantly
minority schools located in the inner city and in isolated rural areas. Such
schools typically have fewer resources (finances, facilities, high-quality teach-
ing, administrative leadership, community involsement and support) than
.do middle-class White schools. Moreover, whereas middle-class White stu-
dents usually hay e resources and support systems outside the school to
compensate for deficiencies in the system, many low- income minority
students have no such resources to fall back on.

The consequences of this situation are clear. As daia_from the project
show, high school dropout rates are much higher among minority youth
(especially Chicanos, Pueysto Ricans, and American Indians) than among
White youth. Largely because of their poorer secondary school preparation
those minority "'students who do go on to college are less likely to complete
the baccalaureate than are White undergraduates.. Moreover, minority stu-
dents' tend to major in education and the social sciences, relany ely few
choose engineering or the natural sciences as major fields of study.
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Community Colleges

The commission recommends:

That community colleges revitalize their transfer function by estab-
lishing as one option a "transfer-college-within-a-college," wherein all
students aspiring to a baccalaureate can be brought together and exposed
to the same kinds of intensiv e educational and extracurricular experiences
commonly available to students at residential institutions. Funding
formulas may have to be revised to strengthen the "college-within-a-
college."
That the transfer program staffs of community'colleges work closely with
their counterparts at senior institutions to improve articulation.

. That transfer progrpis within community colleges offer intensive re-
. mediation and academic counseling.
That senior institutions make more effort to facilitate the transfer of
comnlunity costege graduates by setting aside an appropriate amount of
financial aid for these students and by offering orientation and counseling
to meet their special needs.
That in areas where senior institutions and community colleges are
located close to o '1e another, young people aspiring to a baccalaureate be
encouraged to enroll in the senior institution, withoutoprejudice to the
continuing opportunity of students in two-year colleges who may wish to
transfer to the senior institution.

Rationale. Because they are geographically accessible, relatively inex-
pensive, and flexible in admissions policies and scheduling, community

_Uleges have opened postsecondary' access to many people who otherwise
might not have gone beyond high schOOL Comniunity colleges have suc-
ceeded in providing vocational training and adult education for many
Americans. The relatively recent American Indian community collie move-
ment demonstrates how effective these institutions can be in responding to
the immediate needs of Iliac community by offering career associate- degree
programs in such areas as range management, animal .husbandry, and
practical nursing.

Community colleges have been less successful, however, in per-
forming their transfer function. Our data indicate that whereas three in four
community college freshmen intend to get the baccalaureate, only one in
four actually does so. What makes the attrition problem especially severe is
the heavy concentration of minority students in community colleges, par-.
titularly in states like California and Texas that have a hierarchical, three-tier
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sN, stem of public higher education Because many minoilts students do not
meet the admissions requiretinents of four-sear institutions, the are forced
to enroll in communal, colleges. For some of these students, the community
college's open door leadsro a dead end. Moreoser, mans of those communal,
college entrants who Succeed in transferring to a senior institution find
themsel es as students with ads anced standing but w ithout the resources and
services that are ordinaril available to entering freshmen for example,
financial aid and orientation.

Academic and Personal Support Services

The commission recommends:

That colleges' and unix ersitie,s strengthen their efforts to help under-
prepared minority students improse their studs habits 4nd des elop their
basic skills, bN, offering tutoring, des elopmental courses, and academic
counseling. Such efforts will not onl benefit the indis idual student but

.
wilt also help institutions fmancialls bN, reducing student attrition fates.
That colleges and unix ersines pros ide resources to establish centers
where minority students can meet together for social and educational
exchanges.,,Such centers can promote a sense of community, can help
new students learn about the system, and can foster cultural identity,
pride, and strength in such a was that minority students will be able tp
challenge as well as to enrich and broaden the traditional N, allies of the

...

institution.
That minority students themselves, as well as local minority com-
munities, be used as a resource in pros iding leadership and initiatis es for

i theorganization of such acatlemic and personal support services, and
that they be green a responsible role in decisions concerning the opera-
tion.and management of minority services.
That the trustees, administrators, and faculties orcolleges and unix ersities
gise strong and N, isible stipport for the des elopment of ethnic studies
programs, so that the perspectives added by such programs will be
available for the benefit of all students, minority and majority.

Rationale Data indicate that minority freshmen represent the entire
spectrum of academic ability and preparation, but that a substantial prokr-
'ion enter college lacking good study habits and feeling poorly prepared in
reading, writing, aQd,computational skills. Moreos er,,longitudinal data show
that stuclent who lack these skills are less likely to persist in higher
eclucation. Both ltiese points are confirmed by respondents to the commis-
moil' s surrey of minority educators, many of whom cited lack of preparalion
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in basic academic skills as a major barrier to educational attainment, Other
bajriers mentioned frequently were social isolation and loneliness, "culture
shock," and institutional ethnocentricity and lack of commitment to mi-
nOlity students.

In recent years, some slight gains have been made through the
establishment of ethnic studies including Afro-American studies, Black
studies, Hispanic studies, Chicano studies, Puerto Rican. studies, Asian
American studies, and Native American studieson some of the nation's
college campuses.lEthnic studies w ere borni.put of the campus unrest of the
1960s, when students in general were pressing for more relevant curricula
and when minority students in particular,were demanding that institutions
address their needs. The almost exclusive focus on Western culture and
civilization of the traditional liberal arts program was under attack. Minority
students complained justifiably that not only was consideration of minority
cultures and values absent from the curriculum, but support-service mecha-
nisms were unavailable to them. As a result of these pressures, ethnic studies
were introduced in various forms. On some campuses, courses on one or
more minopt), groups are taught under the aegis of existing departments (for
example, sociology, anthroporogy, history, literature). At others, an ?nter-

disciplinary major ni ethnic studies is offered, At. still others, separate
departments of ethnic studies have been established:Although-the numbers
of students giiiviluating wi h ethnic studies majors is small, these arrangements
have the,advantage of all wing other students to minor in, or at least sample,
such courses and thus to ain some knowledge or 'awareness of ethnic
studies. On some campuses, ethnic studies programs gcTide by side with an
ethnic center, which attempts to address some of the social and personal
needs of minority students and faculty in predominantly White institutions.
In addition to giving both minority and majority studentsa new perspective
on the total American experience, ethnic studies have contributed to the
college ,community's enriched awareness of minority literature, art, and
music. Over the past decade or so, scholarly inquiry into the presence,
experience, and contributions of the various minority groups in the United
States has produced fruitful results. Nonetheless, ethnic studies still have not
gained-respectability in the eyes of many academics, and their very survival is
now threatened by fiscal exigency and by growing indifference to minority
concerns.

The Myth of Equal Access

The commission recommends:

That educational policy makers and planners revise their traditional
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concept of equality of access to. take into account the type, quality, and
resources of'the institution entered:
That the more selective institutions iricluding the "flagship' (majdr)
universities in each statereview their' recruitment and adMissions
proceduresand where necessan revise them to altratt and admit more

S minority students.
That these selective institutions.make clear their.commitment to the goal
of increasing minority enrollments by providing support services, pre-
senting 'minority perspectives in the curriculum, and hiring, promoting,
and tenuring. more minority faculty atstcf administrators
That institutions reexamihe the educational ration* underlying tradi-
tional selective admissions practices. Ideally, the prediCtive model of
admissions should be replaced with a model that focuses on the institu-.
tion's value-added mission. f
That those institutions using the predictive model of admissions examine
the validity of their formulas separately for minorities, with special
attention to the possibility that standardized test scores, which pose a far

'greater handicap to minorities than higt school grades, add little to the
prediction of college performance.

Rationale Aggregate statistics on college enrollments mask the fart that
minority students are overrepresented in the less selective institutions and
underrepresented in the more selective schoolsespecially the major
public universities of most states. Given that the more selective publiC and
private institutions tend to have greater financial resources, more residential
facilities, larger libraries, better physical plants, more varied curricula, and
morehighly trained faculty, it follows that those students who must attend
the4ess selective institutions are denied equal educational opportunities.

Selective admissions based on high school grades and standardized
test scores have been justified on the grounds thaCgrades and tests predict
college performance. While this predictive model may be appropriate for
businesses, it is inappropriatt, for public higher education, where institutions
exist for the benefit of students. Furthermore, the results of our longitudinal
analyses shoo that test scores add little beyond high school, grades in-
predicting the academic performance and persistence of minority student,s
during the undergraduate vears.

Financial Aid

The commission recommends:

That whenever possible students with significant financial need be given
aid in the forin of grains rather than loans.
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That students be given enough aid so that they do not need to work more
than half time. . .

That i tudents are given financial. aid in the forin of work-study support,
it e packaged in stich a way that they work less.than half time and,
whenever possible, at on-campus jobs. , -

That federal and state legislators and policy makers support e-xpanded
. grant and work-study programs.

'4.

Rationale. Minority students often ,start college with heavy financial
responsibipties. For example, two-fifths of minority freshmen entering
college in the mid 1970s ;aid they had major expenses and debts; close to a
third of the Chicano and Puerto Rican freshmen contributed to the support
of their parents, and ft percent of Blacks and Chicanos, as well as 10 peicent
of Puerto Ricans, were single parents or heads of households. Evenihough
largeproportions of these freshmen (90 percent of the Blacks, 83 percent of
the Chicanos, 84 percent of the Puerto Ricans, and 59 percent of the
American Indians) re ivied financial aid, many of them still had to work at
outside jobs. t e American Indians, a third of the Chicanos and Puerto
Ricans, and a fifth .of the Blacks worked more than half time while in school.
The implication of these two sets of figures is that minority freshmen who do
not get financial aid must find outside jobs. Research evidence indicates that
working more than half time has a negative effect on persistence, whereass
working less than half time, particularly at an on-campus job, has a positme
effect.*

Our analyses further indicate that receiving a grant not only con-
tributes to the student's persistence but also gives the student a wider range
of institutional options. Finally, the findings with respect to the effects of
loans were inconsistent, perhaps because loan programs for college students
have changed drastically since the early 1970s.,
Bilingualism

The commission recommends:

`That federal and state policy makers examine the goals and outcomes
associated with, current bilingual education policy and practice, recog-
nizing that no child should be forced'to choose between educational
oppbrtunity and cultural identity.
That along with pedagogical considerations, the historical and juridical
facts supporting group claims to language rights and cultural continuity

. . .,,

* H. S. Astin and P. H. Cross, 54udent Financial Aid and Persistence in College (Los
Angeles:.Higher Education Rdsearch Institute, 1979i.
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should be kept clearly in view. The right of minorities to establish
language and cultural objectises for themselves should be recognized in
public policy, and processes should,be fostered through which informed
and responsible decisions about language and education can be mad by
the communities concerned.
That colleges and unisersities more actisely promote the broad-ga- uged,
interdisciplinary, and historically grounded research necessary tb inform
It more rational, efficacious, and humane national policy' concerning
language and education:
That elementan and secondary schools pros ide the instructional services
and resources necessary to maintain and develop the language skills of
children who enter school speaking Spanish or an Indian language, if
these students'or their parents request such services This recommenda-
tion in no way relieses the schools of their responsibility for providing
these students with acomplete training in English., s.,

That researchers.seek to identify the instructional methods, materials,
and iinigrams at both the precollegiate and postsecondary levels that
contribute to student performance in school and promote the develop-
ment of bilingual skills.
That researchers seek to identify the barriers faced IA college students
whose command of English is limited as a result of poor instruction in the
elementary and secondary schools or of recent migration to this country
and to explore ways in which the educational achievement of these
students can be facilitated. The lack of research related to the needs and
everiences of bilingual college students frustrated the commission's
efforts to understand the dynamics of bilingualism at the postsecondary
level.) c-

That postsecondary educators recognize their responsibility for and
commit themselves to furthering the development of bilingual skills
among college students and, through their roles as*teacher trainers,
support and improse the job training of teachers already working at the
elementary,and secondary levels.
That cdlleges and universities acknowledge and utilize the linguistic
talents of bilinguaf students by providing them with the training and.*
opportunities to work part time on community liaison and on student
recruitment an d orientation programs; by employing upper-division or
graduate students to pros ide academic ttltoring and personal counseling
for new bilingual students who need such services;,ancr by hiring and
training students as tutors and teaching assistants in foreign language,
courses and as research assistants on projects c cerned with studying
language-related issues or with collecting data ithin bilingual cony
munities. These kinds of opportunities bpn frrstudents as well as the
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'institution 13) enhanting'student iniolve ent in the'College experience
and by providing on-campul employme t that is likely to be of greater
interest and _value than many other work-study jobs.

Rationale. Language is a vital component of personal identity,cultural
continuity,. and community cqhession for Chicanos,, Pderit Ricans, and
American Indians. While the 'Commission recognizes that the acquisition. of
English-language skills is a prerequisite& full and effectimparticipationnn
most aspect's of U.S. life, including higher eiducatiOn, it fails to see why,ihe
acquisition of these skills should preclude a parallel acquisition of rage-
tency in the language of one's culture and community. Indeed, the commrst
sion would endorse the goal of aohies.ing genuine bilinguality not just tor''''
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Inckians, but ior all U.S. citizens.
The apparently learned disability with languages other thin English that
affects so many Americans is destructive of cross-cultural and international
understanding a1d relationships. .

It is important as well to acknowledge the roots of present language
conflicts affecting Indians, Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans. The hostilities with
Mexico, Spain, and' *ious American Indian nations generally encfedin
formal treaties that in almost eery case promised to respect these peoples'
property, political rights, culture, and language; over the years, however,
these peoples have often been exposed to upequal systems of educatilin
where English has been iinposed as the language of instr&ction and whew
native languages have been excluded frog the schools. This historical
background needs to be kept in,view, along with emergent international
norms regarding minority language rights, in considering theJegal bases tor
bilingual schooling and other public services in the United States.

SpanisNis spoken in and is a vital feature of many U.S: comnrunities
and will be for decades to come.* The Hispanics are the fastest growing
minority in e country, with an increasing number.ol dispersed regional/di
concentr ions. Substantial migration to the U.S. from-Mexico, PLerto Rico,
and other Spanish-speaking countries ,yill continue, and the lives of ryvy
migrants will be characterized by a complex circulation pattern beiween the
U.S. and their home countries. Survey results indicate very strong suppOrt
for preserving Spanish and for bilingual education within Chicano and/

, Puerto Rican communities. Knowledge of Spanish provides a concrete link
to a rich and creative intellectual and political tradition of worldwide scope

4.

. g.-F: Macias, "Choice of Language a Human RightPublic Policy Im lications in
the United States, in Ethnoperspectives in Bilingual Education Research. Bilingual Education
and Public Policy in the Upitefi States (East Lansing. Bilingual Bicultural Education
Prograrbs; Eastern Michiga University, Vol. I, 1979). .
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and, on a more immediate and practical level, allows people to be acme and
effective participants in their communities. The demand Tor young college-
trained professionals, business persons, government employees, and sen ice
workers with a corpmanc(of both, Spanish and English is steadily growing

Although an estitnateid 206 Indian languages and dialects have sur-
vn as lasing languages and a,,half dozen has e 10,0(30 or more speakers, lift%

or so hays fewer than ten sunning articulator's of the traditions they embocb,
(Medicine,. 1979).* Becauseeath Indian language is a +product and expres-
sion of a distinctne culture, xecording and teaclong an Indian language
represents the preservation and transmission of a whole wai, of lifea
particular mode of viewing and ordering the world and experience. Separated
from the living cultures, the languages become essentially meaningless,
separated from the languages, the cultures cannot -long survive in depth
Thus Indian communities have repeatedly urged that their languages be
taught in the schools and that the traditional mechanisms of transmitting ,

these languages be revitalized where they have broken crown. Indians in the
united States todai, stand poised before the prospect of a new era in which a
recoi, en of sovereignty aie'self-determination ma be coupled with the
commancrof resources that have the'potential to put great wealth in the . °
hands of some tribal governments. The opportunity and need to come to
grips creanceh with problems of education and langklage have never been
greater.

Federal support for bilingual education dates from the late 1960s and
addresses °nil, the most elemental problem of an officialh monolingual 12ut
linguisticalh 'diverse society. how to teach children who enter school with
little or no knowledge of English. The Bilingual Education Act (1967) and
subsequent state statutes ajlowed such children to receive instruction in their
own language for a transitional period. Thus Spanish and Indian languages
are permitted 'In' the schools, but only as a means of facilitating the first steps
toward learning English. The child % ho is proficient in.4-languagebther-than
English, but nonn English, is summarily labeleelas "language deficient" By
1980.neark a billion dollars had been spent on remedial and compensator'

I ro4rams that narrowh define eligibility for bilingual instructional services"
and seek to return students to regular classrooms as rapidly as possible

The commission recognizes that government and school provisions
for bilingual education, even in their most rudimentary form, are highly
controversial, and that there are divisions of'opiniorrabout them within the

-C

" B. Medicine, ''Bilingual Education and Public Poliq, The Cases of the American,
Indians," m Ethiroperspectmes in Education Research Bilingual Education and Public

Poi:9 in the United States LEast Lansing. Bilingual Bicultural Education Programs,
Eastern Michigan University, Vol. I, 1979).
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Spanish-speaking andjnclian communities, It does not pretend to have
greater insight into the best resolutiOn of this controversy, nor does it
recommend enforced bilinguality for students from these communities. It
wishes to affirm its opinion thatedingualism is a strength, and that students
who enter the nation's schools speaking some language orGr than English.
bring a talent to be developed, not a disabilily to be bYercome. As stated in
their' Yalue premises, the commission firmly belly es that full access to and
participation in education and in U.S. social and economic life is an
Mcontestable right of each of these groups, and that exercising this right

hould under no circumstances require individuals to surrender their cul-
tural distinctiveness, including language.

Graduate and Professional Education

The commission recommends:

That federal, state, and institutional policy makers increase financial aid
for minority students at the graduate and professional levels. In particu-
lar, every effort shocild be expand the number of assistantships
mailable to minority graduate students, since this form of aid seems to

intensify student involvement in graduate study, promote professional
cre'Velopment, and itrengthen The bond between student and faculty
mentor.
That federal, state, and,priyate agencies consider implementing challenge
grant programs, since such programs seem likely to increase the amount
of finanCial aid available for aninority graduate students as well as to
strengthen institutional commitment to the goal of increasing minority
enrollments.
That graduate faculties be more sensitive and responsi%e to the need of
minority graduate students to have more freedom and support in
selecting research topics, choosing methodologies, analyzing data, and
interpreting results, consistent with gradUate standards.
That graduate and professional schools make special efforts to increase
their pools of minonty graduate students and the presence of minority
members on their faculties.

..That federal and state policy makers give increased attention to the
nation's long-term needs for highly skilled academic, research, and
technical workers. We believe that cuts in funding for advanced
training programs based on actual or. presumed short-term surpluses of
personnel in certain fields are short-sighted, and that they disproportion-
ately and unfairly reduce the opportunities of emerging minority scholars
to contribute to the general good.
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Rationale. Ads anced e ication is an important route to positions,of
leadership in U.S. society. Despite some gains in the pas.t decade, minorits
enrollments in graduate and professional schools remain low, lagging
behind minonts undkirgraduate enrollments and falling far short of White
enrollments,at the graduate and professional levels. ,

Data from the current project contribute to'our understanding of the
problems confronting minority students IA o pursue ads anced degrees. Fis e
factors were found to affect minonts acces to, participation in, and satisfac-
tion with graduate and professional education.

First, financial aid is ternbls important to minority graduate students
and has beiome a critical issue because of declines in federal and prisate
financial support in recent years. Our anal% ses resealed that financial a 'ld
facilitates entry to and persistence in graduate school Respondents to the
commission's surrey of mMority educators identified financial coAcerns as a
major obstacle to graduate school attendance. A large proportion of the Ford
Fellows said that receising the fellowship award enabled them to attend the
graduate schools of their,choice and to stay, in school once the had enrolled
The 1980 follow-up of 1971 freshmen indicated that minority respondents
who had attended graduate scItiol were far less satisfied with the financial aid
counseling the had receised than were their White counterparts. Almost as
important as,theasallabilits of financial aid was its form Teaching, adminis-
trative, and research assistadships that Promote professional development
are preferable to loans, which do little to encourage students to participate i4
the apprenticeship' is such an important aspect of the graduate experience

A second important factor is the-tspe of undergraillttate institution
attended. Anal ses of the 1971-1980 data indicated' that the minority student
who completes the baccalaureate at a high quality (that is, s ective, pres-
tigious, affluent) college has a much better chance of enra Mg in and
completing graduate and professional study than the minority student who
attends a low-quality college.

Third, the ens i*onment of the graduate institution has a major impact
on the minority student's participation-in' and satisfaction with gratlule
education. Stirs es respondents indicated that they were often uncomfortable
with the cool, somewhat alien, ensironments of academic departments and
research um% ersaies. Low, minority enrollments and lack of institutional
concern for minority students contributed to their sense'of isolation and
impeded their adjustment. A number of Ford Fellows commented that the
inhospitable atmosphere of acadmic institutions, along with the prospect of
taking a low-paying faculty positn, contributed to their decision to seek
employment in the pris'ate sector rather than fn academe following degree
completion.

Fourth, faculty expectations and attitudes coestitute a significant part
, rlt 0
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of the graduate and professional experience of minorm students. A large
proportion of the Ford Fellow s and of the minority educators said that the
entered graduate programs feeling stigmatized by their race And ethnicit%,
minority responders felt that faculty members all to often assumed that
the had been admitted to satisfy affirmatne action requirements and that
the-% were less competent than White gradu e students The continual need
to pet)%e themseh es angered them and ntributed to their dissatisfaction
with graduate study. , ,

Finallx, sun e% respondents and Ford Felldus reported that majorn%
factilt% often failed to acknowledge, let alone support, minorit%-oriented
research interests and associated cultural %alues. As graduate students the
faced constraints in their choices of research subjects and approaches and in
drawing implications from their studies, because of negati%e attitudes, %en
specialized concerns, and methodological ngidit% on the part of faculty
These sources of conflict contributed to the sense of alienation pervading
these accounts-of the graduate experience.

0 '

Jfinorzty Faculty and Administrators

The commission recommends:

That colleges and unnersines.geek to recruit and hire mpre minority
facult% menber, administrators, and student services personnel and
make e% en effort to promote and tenure minority educators. Actions do
indeed speak louder than words. no amount of rhetorical commitment to
the principles of equalvpportuniry, affirmathe action, and pluralism can
compensate for or justif% the current degree of minorn% underrepresen-

.
tanori among facult, administrators, staff members, and students in
highersedueation.
That top administrators demonstrate their clear and unequRocal sup-
port of efforts to recruit, hire, promote, and tenure minorities In man%
respects, the administration establishes the campus atmosphere or
"tone" Thus, a %Isible personal commitment to change on the part of
une or mu senior officials can be critical in effecting increased minority
representation on a campus
That colleges and unhersines male e% en. effort to ensure that mluorit%
facult\. members, administrators, and student personnel workers are
represented in all apes of positions at all Inels within the institution.,An
unfortunate side effect of the effort to pro% ide better services to minority
students has been the creation of positions that are perceiyed and labeled,
as "minorin," positions, oftenfs minority staff are hired for part-time,
short-term, nontenure-track jobs that are Iportedly "soft" funds frOm
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outside the institution's line-item budgst. Because they are isolated firsort

the institutional mainstream, ,the incumbents of such jobs have little
opportunity to influence institutional policies and practices, limited inte,x-.
action With majority students, and few prospects for advancement.
That colleges and universities revise their hiring and promotion criteria
so as to recognize and reward a wider satiety of accomplishments and

pes of sets ice. Althdugh ys e are certainly not the first to ads ocate change
in the current resiew and promotion ss stem, continued adherence to
narrow l\ defined criteria tends t eo.R.,±1),/ minority staff members who,
in trying to fulfill the multiple roles demanded of them, often hase little
time or energy left to devote to scholarly research and other traditional
functions. }nstitutions that emphasize scholarly activity as a major
criterion for promotion should consider establishing a junior faculty
research 'eve program for those young faculty meinbei:?..v,ho hase taken
on special advising, and counseling duties.
That state legislatures and state boards support.administratise, internship
programs, such at the current state-funded program in the Um% ersits of
California and California State Um% ersity and College sy stems) to des clop
and promote minority and v.omentadministrators in public colleges and
universities.

.0%

Rationale Thevmmission's survey of 311 minority educators asked
respondents to indicate what higher education institutions could do to better
sere .minority students. The most frequently' endorsed recommendation
was. hire, promote, and tenure minority faculty members_administrators,
and counselors. We believe that this response reflects a recognition of the
important functions that minority academics serse as_role models, as ad-
% isors, as student advocates, as monitors of institutional policies and prac-
tices, as dedicated educators committed' to educational excellence and
equity, as scholars approaching traditional subjects and research questions
with new perspectives or laying the intellectual foundations in emerging.
fields of inquiry, as ambassadors to the minority communities, and, in many
cases, as newcomers unwilling to accept the status quo at Face value. We also
believe that their ranks are thin .inhumber and junior in status and that the
foothold they hase gained in #cademe is threatened by institutional re-
trenchment, the"tentiring-in" of aydemc, union protectionism of seniority,
and rising political, social, and economic conservatism.

In 1976, the National Center for Education Statistics reported that,92
percent of all full-time facult!. and 9.5 petceni of full-time faculty at the rank

, of priefessoi w'ere White. Just over a fourth (27 percent) of the White full-time,
faculty holtizositions below the rink of assistant professor (for example,
instructor, lecturers, compared with 44 percent of Black and Indian educators
and 41 percent of Hispanic educators. According to recent survey results
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reported by Florend Ladd, minorities are dramatically underrepresented
among college and university presidents, executive vice presidents, and
academic deans of predominantly White institutions.*

Government Programs

The commission recommends:

That the federal government continue to play its leadership role in
emphasizing access to higher education for all segments of society. In
particular, federal programs in the areas of student aid, institutional
support, and special interventions deserve continued support.
That state and local policy. makers, planners, and educators devote more
attention to the factors that impede full minority participation in higher
education. Federal funding should supplement, not supplant, state and
local efforts to support a range of programs and interventions responsive
to the,needs of minority students.

Rationale During the past fifteen years, the federal government has
assumed major responsibility for the educational equity issues often over-
looked by state and local governments. Evidence indicates that federal
leadership in this area has contributed to increased minority participation in
higher education, and 1that federal categorical programsfinancial aid,
institutional aid, and special interventionshave helped to move the higher
education system somewhat closer to the goal of equal access.

The success of federal efforts often depends 'won the willingness of
-state and local officials to administer and implement federally funded

programs. Unfortunately, state and local performance has not always been
consistent with federal priorities, and this discrepancy has had important
consequences for minority groups. Local, state, and federal governments
have a collective and equal responsibility for minority participation in higher
education a responsibility that does not diminish during times of fiscal

4 stringency.

Minority Women

The commission recommends:

That colleges and universities provide counseling services and personal
support groups to assist minority women in overcoming the barriers that
result from double standards and sex-role stereotyper-----

*F. C. Ladd, "Getting Minority-Group Membership Top Collgge Jobs," Chronicle of
Higher Education, May 18, 198I, r
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That colleges and universities provide science and mathematics clinics
and special courses to help minority women make up for deficiencies in
preparation in these subjects, so that these women will be able to consider
a wider range of careers. These efforts should be additional to articular
interventiOns at the precollege level. li
That institutions hire and promote more minority women as faculty,
administrators, and start
That institutions'provide child care services on campus.
That institutions make, an effort to involve those minority women who
live at home more fully in campus life for example, by providing
dormitory space or other facilities where these women can spend time
interacting with other students.

.

Rationale. Sex differences in the choice of major field and in career
aspirations transcend racial and ethnic differences, but in some instances, are
more pronounced among minorities than among Whites. At all degree
levels, women are more likely to major in allied health fields, the arts and
humanities, and education, whereas men are more likely to major in
business, *engineering, the physical sciences, and mathematics. Further,
although women tend to make better high school grades than men do, more
femal-than rrtale freshmenand especially minority female freshmen
express a need for special reme4ial assistance in science and mathematics
Data on earned degrees indicate that minority women are even more,poorly
represented than White women ambnethose receiving degrees in engi=
neering, physical sciences, and mathematics.

Minority women are heavily concentrated in the field of education In
1975-76,8 percent of White women receiv ing baccalaureates were education
majors, in contrast to 24 percent of Hispanic women, 31 percent, of Black
women, and 32 percent of American Indian women. At the master's level in
1978-79, half of the White women 52 percent) and the Hispanic women (53
percent), 57 percent of the Indian women, and ,66 percent of the Black
women received their degrees in education. At the doctorate level, about a
third of the White and Hispanic womeu, half of the Indian women, and two-
fifths of the Black, women earned their degrees in education. Clearly, if
minority women are to have access to a wider range of positions and
occupations, their current pa'tterns with respect to undergraduate majors
must change.

Finally, responses to the survey of minority educators indicate that '`,

minority women suffer from sex-role stereotypes and' conflicts engendered
by multiple-role demands.

'40 . L
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Data Pertaining to Minorities

The commission recommends:

That all federal, state, and other agencies concerned with collecting and
reporting data on minorities replace the "Hispanic" category with specific
categories that separately.identify Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and other ,
Hispanic groups.
That; wherever possible, data on Puerto Ricans residing in the United
States be reported independently of data on those whose homes are in
Puerto Rico.

- ThA since the designation "American Indian" is ambiguous, and since
survey respondents who identify. ,themselves in this way frequently
change their response on subsequent surveys, persons who indicate that
they are American Indians be asked for further specific information
that is, to specify their tribe or band.
That all %ample surveys strive to oversample mArities, especially tike
smallwgroupsfor example, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American
Indians.
That the U.S. Bureau of the Census hire and train more minority census
takers and researchers to deyelop and administer questionnaires and to
analyze and interpret the results of Census Bureau surveys.
That the officials responsible for public higher education in -each state in-
stitute a comprehensive data system for tracking and monitoring thelflows
of minority and nonminority students through the community colleges,
baccalaureate-granting institutions, and graduate institutious in the state.

Rationale. The success of any attempt to understand the educational
problems of minorities or tb develop appropriate remedies for these prob-
lems is heavily dependent on the quality of the available datil. Most sources
of data used in. this project were seriously flawed; in certaininstances, data
pertaining to a given issue were simply not available.

'Considering the impAince of minority issues in our society and the
fact that the special educational problems of minorities are far from solved, the
costs of improving the quality of existing data and of filling gaps where addi-
tional data need to be collected are trivial. With no or very modest funding,
the recommendations listed above could be implemented immediately.

Avaluation of MinonOnented Programs

The commission recommends:

That public and private agencies funding mincirity-oriented programs
I
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require that all proposals for such projects include an evaluation com-
ponent, and that they earmark 4 certain fraction of the project funds for

, such evaluation.
That funding agencies Yiew the, results of ey aluation studies as a means of
improving and strengthening programs, and that they communicate this
view to those involved in operating the programs. J

...<

Rationale Evaluation should be a key componentsof any minority=
oriented program, not, only because well-designed evaluative research

provides vital feedback to guide both program personnel and funding
agencies but'also because objective evidence of program efficacy can sere to
protect the most effective programs in times of bnilgetary austerity.

t- It is an understatement to say that the commission was frequently
frustrated by the lack of hard evidence concerning the effectiveness of the
many programs that hay e been undertaken to facilitate the progress of
minority students in higher education. While impressionistic and anecdotal
evidence supplied by the people responsible for running the programs
suggests that many of these programs hay e been useful, systematic objective
evidence on program impact is rarely available.

. . The commission believes that.better data on program outcomes will
be helpful to funding agencies as they develop plans for future support of
minority-oriented programs. Ey en more important, it will help program
personnel as they strive to improve existing programs and design new ones.

--The people responsible for operating minority-oriented programs are
often indifferent or resistant to systematic evaluation. Thek attitudes have
some basis in reality,. I,n the first place, program staff generally lack the
expertise needed p- design and implement evaluative studies. Further,
evaluation tends to'consume limited resources. And.finally, program staff
art inclined to view evaluation as a threat because it can generate data that
might lead others to conclude that the program is not worthwhile. Con-
sidering that program staff are almost by definition committed to the belief
that their programs are useful and effective, they see themselves as having
little to gain and potettially much to lose from program evaluation.

Unfortunately, these defensive attitudes prevent many funding agen-
cies, as well as program personnel, from viewing evaluation as a potential
benefita source information to guide them as they develop and refineef
their programs. nd as they strive to develop proposals for new programs:
Ongoing evaluations, for example, can be very useful in prpy iding funding
agencies with infortnatiOn on such matters as the following: elements of the
program that might be epanded or elaborated because they seem to be
most effective, elements of the program that seem to be least effective and
thus need to in; changed or eliminated; types of student who benefit most
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from the program, unforeseen or unplanned outcomes of the program, and
the effectiveness of the program compared with the effectiveness of tradi-
tional or standard programs.

Further Research on Minorities

The commission recommends:.

That officials in private and state agencies, as well as in the federal govern-
ment, give priority to minority-oriented research in allocating their
increasingly limited funds..These funding sources should aim to establish
a process whereby a broad-based and sustained consultation about

....0.--?'
information needs and issues in higher education can take place within
minority communitifs. Scholars from these communities should have a °
leading role in eff*Ato combine imaginatively the talents and energies
present within these communities for the purposes of generating research

.. agenda and priorities, carrying out research, and implementing thit
action implication-Tflowing from these studies.
That the following specific topics be given much more thorough study:
a. factors affecting attrition from secondary school; . -.

b. the quality of education received in secondary schools with predoni-
inantly minority enrollments;

4,

c. the effectiveness of programs ,f,fir improving articulation between
secondary schools and higher education institutions; .

d. factors affecting minority students' decisions to pursue careers in
natural sciences and engineering;

e. factors affecting minority access to the more prestigious institutions, -
f. factors affecting minority attrition from undergraduate study;
g. the impact of alternative financial aid programs on the fkhieNement 0

and persistency of minority students;
h. factors affecting the success of community college students who aspire

to the baCcalaureate;
i:- the importancebf sex differences within minoty groups;
j. ways to develop the talents and skills of adults living in miAority

communities who have not had prior access to educational oppor-
tunities. .

tili That pliblic and private funding agencies gives rious consideration to
providing relatively long-term support'for programmatic research on
minorities. Given the importance of longitudinal research in furthering
our understanding of issues related to the higher education of minorities,
what is specifically needed is a periodic longitudinal study that witl.Make
it possible to monitor theflows of minorities through the educational
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system and into the workforce, to evaluate the impact of special minority-
oriented programs, and to identify educational policies or practices that
facilitate or inhibit minority progress through the system. Such a study'
should begin during the seto.ndary school years for at the latest by college
entry) and should be replicatied on a regular basis at least eNery four sears.

Rationale. These recommendations are based on the commission's
understanding of prior research efforts as well as on its direct experience in
conducting research for this project. they are meant to complement the
recommendations regarding data and evaluation. Gil, en the current efforts
to reduce federal support for research in education and in the social and
behavioral sciences, pressures for funding further research on minority
education will, fall heavily on private and state agencies.
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